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Executive summary

For the past seven years, the Australian
Research Council Centre of Excellence
for Engineered Quantum Systems has
driven the development of quantum
technology in Australia.
The next decade will see quantum
technologies touch all areas of modern
society. Quantum technologies harness
the effects of quantum physics to produce
new capabilities in diverse areas, which
range from sensing and imaging to
computing and communications. The
power of these technologies is derived
from their use of phenomena distinct
from those described by the old laws of
classical physics. In the last decade, we
have started to realise the potential of
quantum technology by constructing
the first engineered quantum systems in
the laboratory.

Australia took the lead in the emerging
quantum technologies revolution by
establishing EQUS through the Australian
Research Council Centres of Excellence
program in August 2011. Since then
EQUS has established a strong research
community in Australia and significant
international collaborations. These
collaborations have aided our researchers
in their production of novel devices and
techniques through the engineering
of quantum coherent systems. These
devices and techniques solve problems
in engineering, chemistry, biology,
and medicine.
The release of our seventh Annual
Report marks the end of our first Centre
and the imminent start of our second
Centre where we will harness our
existing research and experience to build
quantum machines.
Left
CMOS bonded
chip from
the Quantum
Nanoscience Lab
at USYD

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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Director’s update

The final year of the first incarnation of
EQUS has been successful. When we
began in 2011, one of our key objectives
was to build a world-leading research
community to drive the development of
quantum technologies in Australia. EQUS
aimed to pioneer a future for quantum
technology: a vision inspired by our
rapidly growing capability to control the
quantum world.
Over our first seven years, we have built
research infrastructure, expertise and
collaborations that have positioned
EQUS and Australia at the forefront of
the field, with the long-term research
made possible by a Centre of Excellence
resulting in high-profile publications and
significant scientific impacts. We have
developed the new field of quantum
engineering and worked to understand
and produce individual quantum systems
for technological purposes. Highlights
from our experimental and theoretical
work in 2017 alone include anticipating
and defending against possible quantum
attacks on Bitcoin, and sculpting BoseEinstein Condensates into arbitrary
shapes to determine the rules of quantum
thermodynamics.
EQUS has been at the centre of a dramatic
rise of interest and investment in quantum
technologies with key partnerships with
universities and corporate players. In 2017
our industrial engagement expanded
significantly with Chief Investigator David
Reilly and Microsoft establishing a new
facility in Sydney – the largest investment
in quantum computing by a single
company in Australia. In collaboration
with the CSIRO, Chief Investigator
Michael Biercuk launched a spin-off
company, Q-Ctrl, which will provide
quantum control solutions to researchers
and technologists, allowing them to do
more with their hardware.

DIRECTOR’S UPDATE

We are fortunate again to have attracted
incredibly talented young scientists from
Australia and internationally, enabling
us to grow a new generation of skilled
quantum scientists and engineers. We
have made progress on our journey to
improving equity, with a marked shift from
a small percent of female PhDs in 2011 to
over 30 percent and rising in 2017. We are
very proud of the achievements of our
own Dr Jacquiline Romero, one of four
Australian L’Oreal-UNESCO Women in
Science Fellows in 2017.
As we prepare for our second Centre
and our researchers commence projects
designed to assemble components of
quantum machines, we reflect on the
words of our founding Director Gerard
Milburn who argued on the Centre’s
first birthday that “we need to learn how
to engineer the quantum world to our
purpose. This is the mission of the new
ARC Centre of Excellence for Engineered
Quantum Systems… if we start the journey
today perhaps your grandchildren will
be the technology entrepreneurs of the
quantum age.”
EQUS researchers have led the way
towards this quantum age by solving core
problems and using our knowledge to
deliver new technical capabilities and,
while we still can’t quite say what the
quantum age of technology will look like,
what we do know that the new capabilities
enabled by our research will be utterly
transformative.

Professor Andrew White, Director
March 2018
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Governance

SCIENTIFIC
ADVISORY COMMITTEE
The Scientific Advisory Committee
advises the Centre Director on the
strategic direction of current and future
scientific research. It is comprised of
eminent researchers from the United
States of America, the United Kingdom,
and elsewhere. The Scientific Advisory
Committee met at the EQUS Annual
Workshop in September 2017.
The Scientific Advisory Committee
consists of:
• Professor Sir Peter Knight, FRS
(Chair), The Kavli Royal Society
International Centre and Imperial
College London, UK
• Professor Mikhail Lukin, Harvard
University, USA
• Professor John Clarke, University of
California, Berkeley, USA
• Professor Alain Aspect, Ecole
Polytechnique and Institut d’Optique,
Graduate School, France
Below
Professor Sir Peter
Knight, Chair of the
Scientific Advisory
Committee, speaks
at the launch of the
second Centre

• Professor Rainer Blatt, Institute
for Quantum Optics, University of
Innsbruck, Austria
• Dr Rowan Gilmore (Advisory Board
Chair), EM Solutions Pty Ltd, Australia.

ADVISORY BOARD
The Advisory Board helps create linkages
with industry and provide direction
on communications initiatives and
knowledge translation. The board is
comprised of twelve members, including
representatives of each partner institution
and influential people from business and
government stakeholders. The board met
twice in 2017.
The Advisory Board consists of:
• Dr Rowan Gilmore (Chair), CEO, EM
Solutions Pty Ltd
• Dr Ben Greene, Group CEO, Electro
Optic Systems (EOS)
• Professor Robyn Ward, DVC Research,
The University of Queensland
• Rick Wilkinson, COO, Eastern Region
Australian Petroleum Production &
Exploration Association Ltd
• Professor Sakkie Pretorius, DVC
Research, Macquarie University
• Dr David Pulford, Senior
Research Scientist, Defence
Science and Technology Group,
Department of Defence
• Professor Duncan Ivison, DVC
Research, The University of Sydney
• Vic Dobos, CEO, Australian Science
Teachers Association (ASTA)
• Professor Robyn Owens, DVC
Research, The University of
Western Australia
• Professor Nicholas Fisk, DVC
Research, The University of
New South Wales
• Professor Andrew White, Director,
EQUS, The University of Queensland
• Lisa Walker, COO, EQUS, The
University of Queensland
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Team

18
CHIEF
INVESTIGATORS

CHIEF INVESTIGATORS
Chief Investigator Andrew White UQ
Chief Investigator Andrew Doherty USYD
Chief Investigator Stephen Bartlett USYD
Chief Investigator Michael Biercuk USYD
Chief Investigator Warwick Bowen UQ
Chief Investigator Gavin Brennen MQ
Chief Investigator Tim Duty UNSW
Chief Investigator Arkady Fedorov UQ
Chief Investigator Steven Flammia USYD
Chief Investigator Alexei Gilchrist MQ
Chief Investigator Ian McCulloch UQ
Chief Investigator Gerard Milburn UQ
Chief Investigator David Reilly USYD
Chief Investigator Halina Rubinsztein-Dunlop UQ
Chief Investigator Thomas Stace UQ
Chief Investigator Michael Tobar UWA
Chief Investigator Jason Twamley MQ
Chief Investigator Thomas Volz MQ

11
PROFESSIONAL
STAFF

56

89

POSTDOCTORAL
RESEARCHERS

HIGHER DEGREE
RESEARCH STUDENTS

28
NEW STUDENTS

PROFESSIONAL STAFF
Linda Barbour UWA
Angela Bird UQ
Lynne Cousins MQ
Natalie Jagals UWA
Samantha Lemons UQ
Tara Roberson UQ

Nonnie Shepherd-Bourne UQ
Fran Vega USYD
Lisa Walker UQ
Joyce Wang UQ
Wicky West USYD

POSTDOCTORAL RESEARCHERS
Rafael Alexander USYD
Marcus Appleby USYD
Ayeni Babatunde MQ
Christopher Baker UQ
Mark Baker UQ
Harrison Ball USYD
Ben Baragiola MQ
Sahar Basiri Esfahani UQ
James Bennett UQ
Jeremy Bourhill UWA
Carlo Bradac MQ
Benjamin Brown USYD

TEAM

Joshua Combes UQ
Fabio Costa UQ
Xanthe Croot USYD
Shakib Daryanoosh MQ
Leandro De Paula UWA
Simon Devitt MQ
Miguel Ferreira MQ
Torsten Gaebel USYD
Christina Giarmatzi UQ
Jacinda Ginges USYD
Maxim Goryachev UWA
Christopher Granade USYD
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Team

Arne Grimsmo USYD
Cornelius Hempel USYD
John Hornibrook USYD
Markus Jerger UQ
Mattias Johnsson MQ
Mathieu Juan MQ
Sarah Kaiser MQ
Rachpon Kalra UQ
Ranjbar Kermany UQ
Kamil Korzekwa USYD
Nikita Kostylev UWA
Lars Madsen UQ
Alice Mahoney USYD
Sandeep Mavadia USYD
Clemens Mueller UQ
Guillermo Munoz MQ

Tyler Neely UQ
Marcelo Pereira de Almeida UQ
Markus Rambach UQ
Lachlan Rogers MQ
Jacqui Romero UQ
Seyed Nariman Saadatmand UQ
Andreas Sawadsky MQ
Alexander Sharp USYD
Sally Shrapnel UQ
Stuart Szigeti UQ
Daniel Szombati UQ
Till Weinhold UQ
Robert Wolf USYD
Keyu Xia MQ
Weiwei Zhang USYD
Magdalena Zych UQ

TECHNICAL STAFF
Elliot Cheng UQ
Kushal Das USYD

John Elzey UNSW
Stephen Osbourne UWA

PHD STUDENTS
Raphael Abrahao UQ
Christiaan Bekker UQ
Tom Bell UQ
Thomas Boele USYD
Andrew Bolt UQ
George Brawley UQ
Jacob Bridgeman USYD
Simon Burton USYD
Natalia Carvalho UWA
Catxere Casacio UQ
Jihuan Cha UQ
Christopher Chubb USYD
Zachary Cristina USYD
Claire Edmunds USYD
Timothy Evans USYD
Stefan Forstner UQ
Virginia Frey USYD
Guillaume Gauthier UQ
Geoffrey Gillett UQ
Parth Girdhar USYD
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Kaumudibikash Goswami UQ
Todd Green USYD
Riddhi Gupta USYD
Robin Harper USYD
Rob Harris UQ
Xin He UQ
Samantha Hood UQ
Akhter Hosain UWA
Lewis Howard UQ
Maire Claire Jarratt USYD
Angela Karanjai USYD
Michael Kewming UQ
Kiran Khosla UQ
Anatoly Kulikov UQ
Sarah Lau UQ
Christiaan Marciniak USYD
Nicolas Mauranyapin UQ
Ben McAllister UWA
Nathan McMahon UQ/MQ
Aleksandrina Nikolova UQ
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Team

Hakop Pashayan USYD
Sebastian Pauka USYD
Jason Pillay UQ
Varun Prakash UQ
Sarath Raman-Nair MQ
Reece Roberts MQ
Sam Roberts USYD
Alistair Robertson-Milne USYD
Andres Rosario Hamann UQ
Yauhen Sachkou UQ
Erick Sanchez UQ
Thomas Smith USYD
Andrea Tabachinni MQ
Natasha Taylor UQ

Stefano Tomasi USYD
Behnam Tonekaboni UQ
David Tuckett USYD
Matthew van Breugel MQ
David Waddington USYD
Steven Waddy USYD
Muhammed Waleed UQ
Prahlad Warszawski USYD
Paul Webster USYD
Andrew Wood MQ
Nicholas Wyatt UQ
Yimin Yu UQ
Nor Azwa Zakaria UQ

MASTERS STUDENTS
Oliver Conquest MQ
Cameron Duncan USYD
Samuel Elman MQ
Scott Hardie UWA

Lewis Teixeira UWA
Timothy Newman USYD
Alan Robertson USYD

HONOURS STUDENTS
Taiga Adair USYD
Cooper Doyle USYD
Jovian Delaforce UQ
Graeme Flower UWA
Kwan Goodard-Lee UQ
Mitchell Hannah USYD
Brendan Harlech-Jones USYD
David Long USYD

Josh McDonald UQ
Campbell McLauchlan USYD
Elijah Perrier USYD
Alexander Pritchard UQ
Federico Roy USYD
Jennifer Wakuliscz USYD
Matthew Winnel USYD

UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS
Sarah Collison USYD
Sean Dawson USYD
Nabomita Roy MQ
Ashwin Singh USYD

Samuel Smith USYD
Alex Stephens USYD
Calinda Tang USYD
Adnan Vahanvaty MQ

OCCUPATIONAL TRAINEES
Yevegeni Bondarchuk UQ
Sanket Shekhar UQ
TEAM

Aman Srivastava UQ
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Team

NEW STUDENTS’ THESIS TITLES
PHD
Jihuan Cha
Quantum Dot Single Photon Sources
Timothy Evans
Quantum theory
Kaumudibikash Goswami
Experimental Test for
Quantum Causality
Robert Harris
Fault Tolerance and Error
Benchmarking for Quantum
Technologies
Michael Kewming
Quantum light sources
MASTERS
Scott Hardie
The Search for High Frequency
Gravitational Waves
Lewis Teixeira
Frequency Stability and Nonlinear
Characterisation using a Whispering
Gallery Mode Maser
HONOURS
Taiga Adair
Measurement-Based
Quantum Computation with a
Foliated Colour Code
Doyle Cooper
Differential RF-Reflectometry for
Charge Sensing Majorana Fermions
Jovian Delaforce
Jaynes-Cummings and Rabi Models
Graeme Flower
Novel Cavity Designs for Laboratory
Axion Dark Matter Searches
Kwan Goodard-Lee
Bose-Einstein condensates
Mitchell Hannah
Quantum Theory
Brendan Harlech-Jones
Quantum Hall Effect Circulator
Josh McDonald
Quantum thermodynamics
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Ben McAllister
Axion Dark Matter Searches
Thomas Smith
Quantum Computation with
Condensed Matter Systems
Stefano Tomasi
Coherent Enhancement of Light
Harvesting Systems
Steven Waddy
Scalable Cryogenic CMOS Systems for
Qubit Control
Paul Webster
Fault Tolerant Quantum Computing
with Topological Error Correcting Codes
Timothy Newman
Automated Test and Optimal Control
Methods Applied to Problems
Encountered in the QNL
Alan Robertson
Quantum Error Correction

Campbell McLauchlan
Self-Correction and the Gauge Colour
Code: A Perturbative Hamiltonian
Elijah Perrier
Adiabatic and Dissipative Braiding
Protocols for Majorana Qubit
Architectures
Alex Pritchard
Rotational and Superfluid Dynamics
of Multicomponent Bose-Einstein
Condensates
Federico Roy
Quantum Control
Jennifer Wakuliscz
Quantum Control
Matthew Winnel
Quantum Theory
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INTERNATIONAL VISITORS
Thomas Bahder
US Army Research Office
Dr Robin Blume-Kohout
Sandia National Labs
Ashton Bradley
University of Otago
Dr Courtney Brell
Leibniz Universität Hannover
Dr Benjamin Brown
Imperial College London
Dr Andrew Darmawan
University of Tokyo
Dr Nicholas Delfosse
California Institute of Technology
Professor Michael Fergusson
ETH Zurich
Professor Radim Filip
Palacky University
Professor Serge Galliou
Ecole Nationale Supérieure
de Mecanique et des
Microtechniques (ENSMM)
Dr David Gross
University of Cologne
Dr Thomas Jochym-O’Connor
California Institute of Technology
Dr Alexis Jouan
ESPCI ParisTech
Dr Richard Keung
University of Cologne
Professor Leo Kouwenhoven
Delft University of Technology
Dr Menuu Kumari
University of Waterloo
Dr Sophie Lundahl
ESPCI ParisTech

TEAM

Dr Naomi Nickerson
Imperial College London
Professor Dominic O’Brien
University of Oxford
Professor Tobias Osborne
Leibniz Universität Hannover
Dr Michael Pletyukhov
RWTH Aachen
Dr David Poulin
University of Sherbrooke
Cindy Regal
University of Colorado - JILA / NIST
Dr Maxime Richard
Institu Neel
Dr Kenny Rudinger
Sandia National Labs
Dr Dylan Saunders
University of Oxford
Dr Andrew Simmons
Imperial College London
Peter Turner
University of Bristol
Dr Joel Wallman
University of Waterloo
Dr Michael Walter
Stanford University
Dr Stephanie Wehner
University of Sherbrooke
Dr Dominic Willaimson
Vienna Centre for Quantum Science
and Technology
Xiaoquan Yu
University of Otago
Dr Huan Qiang Zhou
Chongqing University
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Collaborators

The ARC Centre of Excellence for
Engineered Quantum Systems is
continuously developing its national and
international connections to establish
a world-leading research community
and drive the development of quantum
technologies through collaborations with
academia and industry.

6

CANADA

9

1
35

UNITED STATES

MEXICO

1

Research
We are actively collaborating with
researchers across the globe. In 2017, EQUS
researchers worked with over 162 institutes
in 34 countries.
Industry
We partnered with fourteen organisations in
2017 to continue our work in scientiﬁc
discovery and technology development.

BRAZIL

2

Impact
EQUS research contributes to Australia in
the areas of economy, security and
environment. Our researchers regularly
provide brieﬁngs to national and
international bodies.
12
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Seven year overview

2011-2017
PEER-REVIEWED
PUBLICATIONS

409

555

INVITATION
CONFERENCE
PRESENTATIONS

PUBLIC TALKS
AND EVENTS

157

THE WORLD’S FIRST FOCUSED RESEARCH PROGRAM ON SYSTEMS
ENGINEERING IN THE QUANTUM REGIME
New quantum technologies are expected
to have a profound impact on many of
the world’s biggest markets. The ARC
Centre of Excellence for Engineered
Quantum Systems (EQUS) seeks to
move from quantum science to quantum
engineering – the building and crafting of
new quantum technologies.

193

GRADUATE
STUDENTS

126

INDUSTRY AND
GOVERNMENT
BRIEFINGS

To do this, EQUS researchers spent seven
years addressing fundamental questions
about the benefits and limitations of
quantum technologies, developing
strategies for producing novel quantumenhanced devices, and exploring new
emergent physical phenomena that
arise only in the presence of complex,
integrated quantum systems.
At the same time, EQUS built a
community of talented young scientists
from Australia and overseas. Our alumni
have moved into research and industry
positions across the world.
The primary goals for EQUS were to:

1

NEW
COLLABORATIONS
WITH INDUSTRY
AND RESEARCH
ORGANISATIONS

INTERNATIONAL
VISITORS

21

PATENTS

15

AWARDS

78

501
581

ADVISORY BOARDS
INTERNATIONALLY
AND NATIONALLY

SPIN-OFF
COMPANY

38

14

VISITS FOR
COLLABORATION

• establish a world-leading research
community driving the development of
quantum technologies, with Australia
as the focus of international efforts;
• stimulate the Australian scientific and
engineering communities to exploit
quantum devices and quantum
coherence in next-generation
technologies;
• train a generation of young scientists
with the skills needed to lead the
future of technology development;
• demonstrate the potential and
capabilities of engineered quantum
technologies by realising technological
breakthroughs in novel and useful
engineered quantum coherent
systems; and
• create a design methodology
supporting the development of all new
technologies for the Quantum Era.
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EQUS FOUNDING DIRECTOR ELECTED FELLOW OF THE
ROYAL SOCIETY
Fifty distinguished scientists were elected
as Fellows of the Royal Society in 2017 for
their outstanding contributions to science
such as pioneering machine learning
systems, revealing the chemical origins of
life, and discovering how humans operate

on a 24-hour cycle. EQUS founding
Director Professor Gerard Milburn was
elected as a Fellow in recognition of his
significant contributions to physics over
the past decades.

Below
Chief Investigator
David Reilly and his
team

EQUS CHIEF INVESTIGATOR WINS
AFR EMERGING LEADER AWARD
Quantum physicist and EQUS Chief
Investigator David Reilly was recognised
as the best emerging leader in Australia’s
university sector at the Australian
Financial Review Higher Education
awards in 2017. His leadership has placed
EQUS and the University of Sydney at
the forefront in the global race to build a
quantum computer. The award came a
month after CI Reilly and the university
signed a significant partnership with
Microsoft to establish a Station Q centre.

MICROSOFT AND USYD FORGE QUANTUM PARTNERSHIP
The University of Sydney announced
the signing of a multi-year quantum
computing partnership with Microsoft,
creating an unrivalled setting and
foundation for quantum research in
Sydney and Australia. The long-term
Microsoft investment will bring state-ofthe-art equipment, allow the recruitment
of new staff, help build the nation’s
scientific and engineering talent, and
focus significant research project funding
into the university, assuring the nation
a key role in the emerging “quantum
economy.” Directed by Chief Investigator
David Reilly, Chief Investigator at the
ARC Centre of Excellence for Engineered

SEVEN YEAR OVERVIEW

Quantum Systems, and housed inside the
$150 million Sydney Nanoscience Hub,
Station Q Sydney joins Microsoft’s other
experimental research sites at Purdue
University, Delft University of Technology,
and the University of Copenhagen. There
are only four labs of this kind in the world.
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Left
In the lab with
Chief Investigator
David Reilly, PhD
candidate Alice
Mahoney and Dr
John Hornibrook
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Professor Gerard Milburn,
founding Director, EQUS

“Like the horizon, apparent limits to the
progress of modern technology fade
before us as we move. The journey down
to smaller and smaller scales has, until
now, revealed a landscape well described
by familiar concepts. But just beyond the
horizon lies a new world, the coastline
of which has been sighted. Within a
decade high technology will be exploring
the unfamiliar world of the quantum.” –
Professor Gerard Milburn, Schrödinger’s
Machines, 1996.
As we bring the first Centre for Engineered
Quantum Systems to a close, it is timely
for us to celebrate our very great fortune
in having Professor Gerard Milburn as
our founding Director. We could not have
hoped for a better start to the Centre than
to have Gerard as Director: he brought to
the role scientific vision and excellence, a
calm and inclusive management style, and
a great sense of humour.
Our Centre is focused on engineering
new quantum technologies. In classical
physics and engineering, noise and
uncertainty are due to lack of knowledge,
and can in principle be reduced to
zero. Our challenge is that quantum
theory indicates that – at a fundamental
level – the world is irreducibly random.
Even perfect knowledge does not imply
certainty of measurement outcomes

16

in quantum theory: there is always
one measurement that is completely
uncertain. This is quantum noise.
Professor Milburn’s research career has
been driven by a desire to understand
quantum noise, measurement and
coherence, and exploit their power in
the context of quantum technologies.
He has worked from the fundamental
to the applied end of the spectrum
across diverse fields, making significant
contributions in: quantum and atom
optics, quantum stochastic processes,
quantum chaos, quantum measurement
theory, quantum computing, condensed
matter physics, quantum fields in curved
spacetime, and – of course! – engineered
quantum systems. Gerard has an uncanny
ability to be ten years ahead of the field,
introducing new ideas, concepts and
stratagems that quickly become the new
normal for incoming researchers.
Gerard also leads by example in his
fantastic ability to communicate all things
quantum to a wide array of audiences. To
date he has published three text books –
Quantum Optics (1998, 2004, & 2017),
Quantum Measurement and Control
(2010), and Quantum Optomechanics
(2015) – each of which is now the
canonical text in what was at the time of
publishing new fields of research, and two
popular books, Schrödinger’s Machines
(1996), and The Feynman Processor: An
introduction to quantum computing
(1998), each of which was translated
into numerous languages and played a
significant role in introducing Quantum
Technology to the wider public.
We are thrilled that Gerard is joining us in
the new Centre for Engineered Quantum
Systems as a Chief Investigator and look
forward to seeing what the future brings!
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Research programs

EQUS research is organised around
carefully crafted research themes and
individual projects

Research Program 1

QUANTUM MEASUREMENT AND CONTROL
Research Program 2

QUANTUM-ENABLED SENSORS AND METROLOGY
Research Program 3

SYNTHETIC QUANTUM SYSTEMS AND QUANTUM SIMULATION

RESEARCH PROGRAMS
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QUANTUM
MEASUREMENT
AND CONTROL
The quantum measurement and control
program aims to develop measurement and
control techniques for quantum systems that
will underpin future quantum technologies.

Research
Program 1

3
NODES

3
PROJECTS

28
RESEARCHERS

49
STUDENTS

Research highlights

PREDICTION, CHARACTERISATION
AND REAL-TIME COMPENSATION OF
QUBIT DECOHERENCE
CIs Biercuk, USYD and Stace, UQ, Internode collaboration grant
Nature Communications 8, 14106 (2017) and in 2018 will appear in
NPJ Quantum Information
experimental settings. In our ion trap
experiments, reported in a recent arXiv
preprint, we systematically studied both
randomised benchmarking and gate-settomography (GST) and demonstrated
both key characteristics of temporal error
correlations and potential shortcomings
of the protocols.

Randomised benchmarking (RB) has
become a standard tool for characterising
the performance of experimental
quantum control experiments. However
most studies of RB either implicitly or
explicitly assume that the error and noise
processes being studied are Markovian
– that is, memoryless – a condition rarely
met in the laboratory. Other competing
methods of characterising quantum
devices have similar restrictions.

In earlier work, published in Nature
Communications, we demonstrated
the usefulness of machine learning
techniques to characterising noise for
qubit systems. This opens up many
opportunities to improve our techniques
for characterising and compensating
noise in real devices.

Our earlier theoretical studies revealed
pitfalls in interpreting data from such
experiments when the underlying
assumptions of those protocols were
violated – as they typically are in
0.0

a

b

0.1

ℐ

Right (left panel)
Random
benchmark
distributions over
sequences in
the presence of
constant (white)
and uncorrelated
(red) noise

10⁰
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10-2
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Right
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Scaling of the mean
and variance of the
infidelity against
sequence length J
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Sequence Length, J
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200
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Research highlights

COUPLING SPIN QUBITS USING MESOSCOPIC
MEDIATOR DOTS
CIs Bartlett, Doherty, USYD, PI Marcus, Niels Bohr Institute
Physical Review B 96, 115407 (2017) and accepted to Physical Review X (2018)
Our experiments demonstrate that
the effective exchange coupling of the
qubits can change sign depending on
the chemical potential and filling of the
mediator dot. We have developed models
to describe this physics, and these show
that the measured exchange coupling
is a probe of the level structure and
correlation energies of the mediator dot.
Two joint Sydney/Copenhagen research
papers describing these experiments and
our theoretical understandings will be
completed and submitted to high-profile
journals in 2018.

We have pursued our theoretical
research program in the study of “spin
qubits” – electrons trapped in gatedefined semiconductor quantum dots
for use in quantum technologies. The
key question in experimental spin qubits
research currently is to find effective
means to coherently couple distant
qubits. In 2017, we have studied a range of
mechanisms for coupling qubits through
“mediator dots” and have continued our
collaboration with experimentalists at the
University of Copenhagen to explore the
use of a mediator quantum dot containing
a large number of electrons (about 50)
to serve as a coupler between qubits,
with the long-term goal of developing an
entangling quantum gate.
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IN-SITU CHARACTERISATION OF QUBIT
CONTROL LINES: A QUBIT AS A VECTOR
NETWORK ANALYSER
CI Fedorov, UQ
arXiv:1706.05829
method has two important deficiencies:
the transfer function of the line changes
when the setup is cooled to cryogenic
temperatures and the part of the signal
line from the microwave connector
closest to the chip is not included in
the characterisation.

Signal distortions are inevitable in
experiments involving radio frequency
controls where they can impact the
quality of measurements and generate
unwanted artefacts. In quantum
information processing these distortions
are the source of errors and may limit
the fidelity of operations. Distortion can
be cancelled, in principle, if the complex
transfer function of the control line is
known, by applying its inverse to the signal
before it is transmitted.

Right
A typical data
set and the
corresponding
trajectories of the
Bloch vector in the
first and second
rotating frames.

The most common approach to obtain the
transfer function is to measure it – at room
temperature – in the frequency domain
using a vector network analyser or in the
time domain using an oscilloscope. This
a
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State tomography
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with only the x
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State tomography
of the qubit with
both the x and z
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the theoretical
dynamics derived
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Our work provides a method of in-situ
direct reconstruction of the response of
a qubit control line in a large frequency
range using the qubit itself. For
superconducting qubits one can use our
procedure directly to improve the fidelity
of the two-qubit quantum gates as well as
photon-qubit operations requiring nonadiabatic control.
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EQUS CHIEF INVESTIGATOR ENTERS THE QUANTUM ECONOMY
Q-Ctrl Pty Ltd, the first spin-off company
from the University of Sydney’s Quantum
Science Group and EQUS, has been
established with the support of Australian
and international venture capital.
Chief Investigator Michael Biercuk is
transitioning from quantum physicist
to CEO of Q-Ctrl, a start-up that will
provide solutions to stabilise quantum
technologies. He will jointly hold positions
in the company and the university.
He said, “We aim to become the trusted
provider of quantum control solutions for
all quantum technologies.”
Q-Ctrl has attracted multimillion dollar
investments from both Main Sequence
Ventures – the manager of CSIRO’s
innovation fund – and an international
venture capital firm.
“Quantum technology, harnessing the
strangest effects in quantum physics as
resources, will be as transformational in
the 21st century as harnessing electricity
was in the 19th.”
“Quantum computing in particular
promises to totally upend the way
we process information, rendering
previously uncomputable problems
manageable – from the chemistry
underpinning pharmaceutical discoveries
to major challenges in code-breaking and
materials science.”
Phil Morle, partner at Main Sequence
Ventures, said, “Quantum computing is
an unstoppable new industry that Main
Sequence Ventures wants to foster.
Deep tech founder Michael Biercuk is
developing solutions that will accelerate

RESEARCH PROGRAM 1

the development of this global industry
and we are proud that the company will
be Australian.”
Despite the exceptional promise of
quantum computing, the underlying
hardware is highly susceptible to
errors. Quantum bits, or qubits – the
fundamental carriers of information in
quantum computers – degrade rapidly.
Reducing and controlling qubit errors
will be essential for quantum devices
to scale up to machines that are useful.
That’s where Q-Ctrl comes in, developing
firmware for quantum computing.
CI Biercuk said, “Quantum control is a
powerful tool to improve the performance
of quantum devices, preventing errors
even before they accumulate.
“The firmware tools Q-Ctrl is building
have had their performance validated in
the lab and show orders of magnitude
improvement in reducing qubit errors
without the need for changing the
underlying hardware.”
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Above
Chief Investigator
Michael Biercuk
has launched
the first spin-off
company from
Sydney’s Quantum
Science Group
and EQUS

Research highlights

KEY COMPONENT TO SCALE UP QUANTUM COMPUTING INVENTED
The invention of the microwave
circulator is part of a revolution in device
engineering needed to build a large-scale
quantum computer.

Below
Prototype
microwave
circulator next
to an Australian
five cent piece

An EQUS team at the University of
Sydney and Microsoft, in collaboration
with Stanford University in the US, has
miniaturised a component that is essential
for the scale-up of quantum computing.
The work constitutes the first practical
application of a new phase of matter,
first discovered in 2006, the so-called
topological insulators.
Beyond the familiar phases of matter
- solid, liquid, or gas - topological
insulators are materials that operate as
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insulators in the bulk of their structures
but have surfaces that act as conductors.
Manipulation of these materials provide a
pathway to construct the circuitry needed
for the interaction between quantum
and classical systems, vital for building a
practical quantum computer.
Theoretical work underpinning the
discovery of this new phase of matter was
awarded the 2016 Nobel Prize in Physics.
The Sydney team’s component, coined
a microwave circulator, acts like a traffic
roundabout, ensuring that electrical
signals only propagate in one direction,
clockwise or anti-clockwise, as required.
Similar devices are found in mobile phone
base-stations and radar systems, and
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will be required in large quantities in the
construction of quantum computers. A
major limitation, until now, is that typical
circulators are bulky objects the size
of your hand.
This invention, reported by the
Sydney team in the journal Nature
Communications, represents the
miniaturisation of the common circulator
device by a factor of 1000. This has been
done by exploiting the properties of
topological insulators to slow the speed of
light in the material. This miniaturisation
paves the way for many circulators to be
integrated on a chip and manufactured in
the large quantities that will be needed to
build quantum computers.
The leader of the Sydney team and Chief
Investigator David Reilly, explained that
the work to scale up quantum computing
is driving breakthroughs in related areas
of electronics and nanoscience.

a revolution in classical computing and
device engineering.”
“Even if we had millions of qubits today,
it is not clear that we have the classical
technology to control them. Realising
a scaled-up quantum computer will
require the invention of new devices
and techniques at the quantumclassical interface.”
Lead author of the paper and EQUS
PhD candidate Alice Mahoney said,
“Such compact circulators could be
implemented in a variety of quantum
hardware platforms, irrespective of the
particular quantum system used.” A
practical quantum computer is still
some years away. Scientists expect to be
able to carry out currently unsolveable
computations with quantum computers
that will have applications in fields such as
chemistry and drug design, climate and
economic modelling, and cryptography.

CI Reilly said, “It is not just about qubits,
the fundamental building blocks for
quantum machines. Building a largescale quantum computer will also need

RESEARCH PROGRAM 1
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A QUANTUM SUPERWITNESS
Quantum entanglement is one of the
most counter-intuitive features of
quantum mechanics and at the heart of
ground-breaking applications such as
quantum computation. Yet, determining
whether a large quantum system is
entangled or not has proven extremely
challenging.
A team of researchers from EQUS and
the University of Queensland has now
developed and demonstrated a new
technique to witness the presence of
quantum entanglement more efficiently
than any other method.
Farid Shahandeh, a PhD candidate and
lead author of the study, explained that
the new method can improve every
existing entanglement detection protocol
without additional measurements,
which will allow researchers to work
with much larger quantum systems than
previously possible.
EQUS researcher Martin Ringbauer said:
“The situation is much like a court case:
if you have a photo of the suspect, or in
the quantum case, if you know the full
quantum state, then it is easy to identify
the suspect or determine whether the
state is entangled.”
In most cases, however, such complete
information is hard to come by and
expensive to process: reconstructing
the full quantum state requires
an impractically large number of
measurements. One would thus have to
rely on witness information.
A good witness is able to correctly identify
the convict in many situations. However,
in order to ensure that the witness never
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falsely accuses an innocent suspect, they
will never be able to catch all convicts.
The same happens for quantum states:
in order to make sure that the witness
never mistakes an unentangled state for
an entangled one, we have to accept that
it will sometimes miss entangled states.
The witness that identifies the largest
number of convicts (entangled states)
without accusing an innocent suspect is
called optimal.
In practice, the witness may have several
pieces of information and when presented
with a group of suspects, they will use this
information to make an informed decision
as to whether each suspect is guilty. The
same happens in standard entanglement
witnessing, where a number of
measurements are combined to decide
whether a given state is entangled or
whether no decision can be made.
The new method developed is based
on a more inclusive use of the available
information. The witness would first use
the information to narrow down the set
of candidate states or suspects and then
combine the information in the usual
way to make a decision on the remaining
suspects. This makes the task much easier,
since the witness has to judge a much
smaller group of potential suspects.
This more efficient method allows for the
detection of many more entangled states
than standard approaches, without the
need for additional measurements.
Mr Shahandeh noted, “By making
the witnessing process more efficient,
the new method enables the use of
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entanglement witnessing for much larger
quantum systems.”
“The new method can also use
simpler information than required
by previous witnesses and can thus
detect entanglement where standard
witnesses could not.”
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Below
A quantum snap
taken in the lab by
Patrick Self
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QUANTUM
ENABLED SENSORS
AND METROLOGY
The quantum enabled sensors and
metrology program aims to harness the
fundamental physics of well-characterised,
controllable quantum systems to work
towards practical sensors that rely on
quantum mechanics for their function.

Research
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SINGLE-MOLECULE BIOSENSING WITH
QUANTUM-LIMITED PRECISION
CI Bowen, UQ
Nature Photonics 11, 477 (2017)
Quantum optomechanics and
nanomechanics offer the prospect to
improve the precision measurements
used in the biomedical sciences. We
have developed the first evanescent
optical biosensors that reach quantum
limited precision; published in Nature
Photonics and substantially funded by the
AFOSR. This work introduced an optical
nanofibre-based evanescent biosensor
that operates at the fundamental
precision limit introduced by quantisation
of light. This allows a four order-ofmagnitude reduction in optical intensity

a

a
shows a nanofibre
with dark field
heterodyne
illumination.
Nanoparticles
(grey spheres) in a
droplet of ultrapure water are
detected when
entering the probe
beam waist next to
the nanofibre

Extra cable length

Signal
generator

Power
splitter

Oscilloscope

Right
Schematic of
the optical setup
for the dark field
heterodyne
nanofibre
biosensor.

whilst maintaining state-of-the-art
sensitivity. It enables quantum noise
limited tracking of single biomolecules
as small as 3.5 nm and surface-molecule
interactions to be monitored over
extended periods. These sensors allow
nanoscale biomolecules to be observed
as they interact with their environment
with four orders of magnitude reduced
light intensity than has previously been
possible. This opens the door for the first
direct observations of the machinery of
life (motor molecules such as DNA and
ATPase) in its native state.
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NANODIAMOND-ENHANCED MRI VIA IN-SITU
HYPERPOLARISATION
CI Reilly, USYD
Nature Communications 8, 15118 (2017).
Nanodiamonds are often used as a
biomedical platform for drug delivery,
imaging and sub- cellular tracking
applications as a result of their nontoxicity and unique quantum mechanical
properties. Beyond optical techniques,
however, options for non-invasive
imaging of nanodiamonds in vivo are
severely limited. In this work, we showed
that high-contrast magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI) of nanodiamonds in
water is possible at room temperature
and in an ultra-low magnetic field using
a

the Overhauser effect. The technique
transfers spin polarisation from
paramagnetic impurities at nanodiamond
surfaces to hydrogen nuclear spins in
the surrounding water solution, creating
MRI contrast on demand. The ability
to perform in-situ hyperpolarisation
overcomes the limitations imposed by
short spin relaxation times of smaller
particles and enables switchable tracking
of ND solutions with no polarisation
transport losses over indefinite timescales.

Phantom vials
Water
ND 10 mg ml-1
ND 3 mg ml-1
ND 1 mg ml-1
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Left
a
Phantom
schematic. A
vial of DI water
(blue) and vials of
HPHT 18 nm ND at
concentrations of
10 mg ml−1 (yellow),
3 mg ml−1 (red) and
1 mg ml−1 (purple)
were mounted
in the phantom
as shown. The
surrounding
volume was then
filled with water
(blue). Scale bar is
20 mm in length.
b
Standard
bSSFP MRI of
the phantom
shown in panel
a. Colourscale is
normalised such
that water has a
magnitude of 1.
c
OMRI bSSFP
image of the same
phantom. The
phase of the MRI
signal is uniformly
positive across the
image. Colourscale
is the same as that
used in panel b.
d
The difference of
MRI and OMRI
acquisitions. The
water signal is
suppressed and
all ND vials clearly
visible. Colourscale
is the same as that
used in panel b.
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Below
Simplified
scheme of the
magnetomechanical
system
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Right
a
Diagram of the
fundamental
mechanical
mode of a double
clamped beam
made out of a
Si3N4 membrane;
the cylinder on
top represents
the magnet.

In 2012, CIs Brennen and Twamley
proposed the research field of magnetoquantum-mechanics, which uses
quantum generated magnetic fields to
quantum engineer the motional state of
matter [PRL 109, 14206 (2012)]. In 2016,
they proposed using this architecture
to perform absolute gravimetry using
magnetomechanics [Scientific Reports 6,
37495 (2016)].
This year CIs Bowen and Twamley’s
teams devised an electro-mechanical
system which is capable of exploring
the ultrastrong-coupling regime
and whose design is capable of real

a

d
Plot of the zero
point fluctuation
zzpf for the
fundamental mode
as a function of the
thickness/height of
the magnet hm.

b Coil side view

...

b
Diagram of the coil
on the electronic
chip. In blue an
axial plane cut
showing the
transversal area
w × hc of each wire
of the coil.
c
Representation of
the flipped chip
approach that
places the double
clamped beam
resonator above
the electronic chip.

world fabrication. With colleagues in
Japan, they have investigated a type of
optomechanics where motion modulates
directly an optical nonlinearity in a cavity
and devised an electromechanical
implementation of this.
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PHYSICISTS MAKE QUANTUM LEAP IN UNDERSTANDING LIFE’S
NANOSCALE MACHINERY
A diagnostic technique that can detect
tiny molecules signalling the presence of
cancer could be on the horizon.

Left
CI Warwick Bowen
(middle) with PhD
student Nicolas
Mauranyapin
(left) and Dr Lars
Madsen (right)

The possibility of an entirely new
capability for detecting cancer at
its earliest stages arises from EQUS
physicists applying quantum physics to
single molecule sensing for the first time.
Chief Investigator Warwick Bowen
said the research – reported in Nature
Photonics – demonstrated how quantum
technologies could revolutionise the
study of life’s “nanoscale machinery, or
biological motor molecules”.
CI Bowen said, “Motor molecules encode
our genetic material, create the energy
our cells use to function and distribute
nutrients at a sub-cellular level.”
“Unlike methods currently available, the
technique helps us observe the behaviour
of single biomolecules without large-label
particles or damaging light intensities.”
EQUS PhD student Nicolas Mauranyapin
said motor molecules drove all of life’s
primary functions, but scientists did not
yet completely understand their workings.

Project researcher and EQUS postdoc
Dr Lars Madsen said the project applied
techniques used to detect gravitational
waves from black holes in outer space
to the nanoscale – super small – world of
molecular biology.
“The techniques required to detect
extremely faint signals produced by
distant black holes were developed over
decades,” Dr Madsen said.
“Our research translates this technological
development over to the biosciences and
offers the possibility of a new biomedical
diagnostics technique capable of
detecting the presence of even a single
cancer marker molecule.”

Mr Mauranyapin said, “Our research
opens a new door to study motor
molecules in their native state, at
the nanoscale.”
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NANODIAMOND ‘TINY MACHINES’ CLOSER TO REALITY WITH
GLOBAL FINDING
Lead author and EQUS PhD student
David Waddington said the key to the
new research was the demonstration
of biocompatible nanodiamond
contrast, overcoming a major challenge
of competing techniques where
nanodiamonds must be prepared in
freezing conditions before injection.

Right
Artist’s impression
of nanodiamonds
attached to
cancer-targeting
molecules.

He said, “People are very interested in
using nanoparticles for targeted delivery
of vaccines and chemotherapy agents.”

Image by
University of Sydney

EQUS quantum physicists have played
a leading role in global research towards
the development of non-invasive
nanodiamond imaging – linking the gold
standard MRI with synthetic industrial
diamonds for targeted drug delivery.
Nanoparticles are rapidly emerging
as a viable future medicine
technology for the targeted delivery
of vaccines, chemotherapy agents,
immunotherapeutics and as a means of
tracking tumour distribution on wholebody scales, with nanodiamonds tracking
diseases and lighting up in a patient’s
body like a Christmas tree.
Research by a collaboration of scientists
in Australia and the United States
demonstrates that using nanodiamonds
somewhat like ‘tiny machines’ inside
living patients has taken a quantum leap
closer to reality.
The findings were published in Nature
Communications.
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Mr Waddington said the research was
three years in the making and was initiated
with a Fulbright Scholarship awarded
early in his PhD at the University of
Sydney, where he works in the team led by
Chief Investigator David Reilly, in the new
$150m Sydney Nanoscience Hub.
The initial EQUS research published in
Nature Communications in late 2015
led by CI Reilly laid the groundwork
for nanodiamond imaging based on a
technique known as hyperpolarisation.
CI Reilly, who leads a team that includes
Mr Waddington and is focused primarily
on developing quantum machines, said
the nanodiamond finding was a great
example of the benefits of experimental
physics in generating unintended
discoveries.
He said, “It’s estimated that such ultra-low
field MRI scanners could be produced at
a fraction of the cost of conventional MRI
scanners, which could lead to this imaging
technique being widely accessible in
the future.”
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EINSTEIN’S EQUIVALENCE PRINCIPLE PASSES QUANTUM TEST
In early 2017 an international team of
quantum physicists published in Nature
Communications the first test of Einstein’s
equivalence principle for atoms whose
mass was in a quantum superposition state.
Einstein’s equivalence principle plays a
vital role in our understanding of gravity
and space-time. The principle implies
that the total inertial and gravitational
mass of any object are equivalent, which
means all bodies fall in the same way when
subject to gravity.
To demonstrate this effect, during the
sixteenth century Italian scientist Galileo
Galilei reportedly dropped two spheres
of different masses from the Leaning
Tower of Pisa.
The team of physicists conducted a
quantum analogue of the Leaning Tower
test. The novel approach to quantum tests
of Einstein’s equivalence principle was
first proposed by EQUS researcher Dr
Magdalena Zych and University of Vienna
and the Austrian Academy of Science
researcher Professor Časlav Brukner.

The spheres in Galileo’s Leaning
Tower example were replaced by the
gravitational acceleration of rubidium
atoms. The tower was replaced by a
scheme developed by Professor Tino’s
team that is based on Bragg atom
interferometry.
The experiment confirmed the validity
of the Einstein equivalence principle for
quantum superpositions with a relative
precision of a few parts per billion.
The collaboration included
experimentalists from the University of
Bologna and the European Space Agency.
The scheme used in the experiment can
lead to the development of new sensors
with a variety of applications: studies
of volcanic eruptions and earthquakes,
searching for mineral deposits, navigation
on Earth and in space, or high-precision
measurements of time, frequency,
accelerations, and other.

Dr Zych said that the test relied on a
unique quantum feature: superposition.
She said, “In relativistic physics the total
mass of a system depends on its internal
energy. In quantum theory, a system can
occupy two or more different energy
states ‘at once’. This is called quantum
superposition, which means a quantum
system may occupy different massenergies in superposition.”
An experimental team led by Professor
Guglielmo Tino of the University of
Florence and INFN designed and realised
the new test.
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Below
In the new
quantum test
of the Einstein
equivalence
principle, free fall of
atoms in quantum
superpositions on
different massenergies, |a> and
|b>, was compared
to the free fall of
atoms with a welldefined, classical
mass-energy |a>
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TINY DIAMONDS LIGHT THE WAY FOR NEW
QUANTUM TECHNOLOGIES
nanodiamonds that can be used in
biomedical applications, such as to track
drug delivery pathways in the lab.
“You can attach drugs to nanodiamonds,
and then use the concentrated pulse
of light sent out by the nanodiamond
to track where the drug is going in the
sample,” he says.
Nanodiamonds that send out a brighter
burst of light will be more easily picked
up by the detector and tiny diamonds are
much less toxic than some of the other
drug markers we use today.

Above
CI Volz in the lab
at Macquarie
University

EQUS researchers at Macquarie
University have made a single tiny
diamond shine brightly at room
temperature, a behaviour known
as superradiance.
This is important because nanodiamonds
have the potential to be used in all sorts
of devices, such as minute compasses for
navigation, in biomedical imaging and to
potentially create better solar cells.
To date what’s been holding back these
applications is that superradiance has
previously only been seen at very low
temperatures or in very large samples.
This is the first time it’s been seen
in diamonds.
The research by Macquarie’s Diamond
Nanoscience Laboratory was published in
Nature Communications.
Chief Investigator Thomas Volz said the
team are now keen to make brighter
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Nanodiamonds also have potential uses
in navigation. They act like tiny and very
sensitive compass needles and will emit
more or less light depending on how they
are aligned with the Earth’s magnetic field.
When the nanodiamonds are producing
brighter pulses of light this effect
is amplified.
This behaviour could be used to develop
magnetic sensors, which would work out
the location of an aircraft for example,
by mapping where it is in relation to
the Earth’s magnetic field rather than
by satellite.
In the future they could be used to
create better solar cells, by reversing
the superradiance effect so that the
nanodiamonds absorb more light,
more quickly.
The team has already shown the potential
for nanodiamonds to be used as ultrasmall scanning sensors to look at the
processes going on inside living cells.
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In a paper published last year in Nature
Physics they showed that superradiant
nanodiamonds (which are as small as
one thousandth of the breadth of a
human hair) can be better trapped
and moved around using focused laser
light or tiny optical tweezers than nonsuperradiant ones.

Left
Researchers
using a quantum
#lifehack –
business cards on
a pole to measure
laser beam heights!
Below
Fibre cavity in
operation: Spot
the red light in this
picture to see the
diamond glow as
it is hit by a green
laser light.

The cause of this behaviour is the same as
what causes nanodiamonds to produce
these bright pulses of light – defects in
their crystal lattice, in this case nitrogen
atoms neighbouring vacant sites nested
within the repeating carbon structure.
Similar defects are what give coloured
diamonds their hue.
“Diamond is a material, a cage for what is
happening inside,” CI Volz explained.
When these nitrogen-vacancy
centres within the diamond lattice
work together – in unison like a wellcoordinated orchestra – you get
superradiance, a faster and brighter burst
of light that you would otherwise expect.
“The presence of this ‘cooperative’
behaviour is interesting from a
fundamental point of view and will be
followed up with further experimental
and theoretical studies,” says CI Gavin
Brennen who oversees the theory
for the work.
In particular, the team would like to
work out how to create the brightest
nanodiamonds possible.
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QUANTUM TRICK BLOCKS BACKGROUND ‘CHATTER’
EQUS researchers at the University of
Sydney have solved a common problem
in quantum sensing devices, which are
used in biomedical imaging and have
defence applications.
Industrial sensors are everywhere in
our technology and in order to function
successfully they must be able to identify
tiny signals from a cluttered background.
Below
Ion trap in CI
Biercuk’s lab at
the University
of Sydney

For most humans this is simple. Walk
into a crowded room and you can
pick out a single voice while ignoring
everyone else. That trick isn’t so easy for
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industrial sensors – and the challenge
gets even harder for super-sensitive
quantum devices.
Now, a team led by Chief Investigator
Michael Biercuk from the University of
Sydney, in collaboration with Dartmouth
College and Johns Hopkins Applied
Physics Laboratory in the US, has
developed quantum control techniques
enabling a new generation of ultrasensitive sensors that can identify tiny
signals while rejecting background noise
down to theoretical limits.
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CI Biercuk said, “By applying the right
quantum controls to a qubit-based sensor,
we can adjust its response in a way that
guarantees the best possible exclusion of
the background clutter – that is, the other
voices in the room.”
While devices themselves have improved,
the measurement protocols used to
capture and interpret the signals have
lagged behind. Quantum sensors
therefore often return fuzzy results,
which complicates interpretation
of the data through a phenomenon
known as “spectral leakage” – a bit like
being distracted by the wrong voices
in the room.

CI Biercuk said the new protocols
could have applications in medicine,
such as imaging inside living cells using
nanodiamonds. They could also be used
in defence and security systems that use
quantum-enhanced magnetometers,
devices that measure changes in
magnetic fields for target identification
and tracking.
He said, “Our approach is relevant to
nearly any quantum sensing application
and can also be applied to quantum
computing as it provides a way help
identify sources of hardware error. This
is a major advance in how we operate
quantum sensors.”

The research, published in Nature
Communications, demonstrates control
protocols that will help take advantage of
improved sensor hardware.
The experiments, using trapped atomic
ions, have reduced spectral leakage
by many orders of magnitude over
conventional methods. Professor Biercuk
said in certain circumstances, the
methods they have developed are up
to 100 million times better at excluding
this background.
Quantum sensors take advantage of the
very thing that makes building quantum
computers so difficult. Quantum bits, or
qubits, are the building blocks of quantum
computers but they are highly prone
to losing their quantum properties due
to interference from the environment.
This challenge can be turned on its head
and used to build sensors that are much
more responsive to the environment than
classical technologies.

RESEARCH PROGRAM 2
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SYNTHETIC
QUANTUM SYSTEMS
AND QUANTUM
SIMULATION
The synthetic quantum systems and
quantum simulation program aims to
produce complex systems where individual
quantum systems are strongly coupled to
study the quantum phenomena that arise in
many-body or mesoscopic systems.

Research
Program 3

4
NODES

4
PROJECTS

59
STUDENTS

41
RESEARCHERS
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INSULATING JOSEPHSON JUNCTION CHAINS
AS PINNED LUTTINGER LIQUIDS
CI Duty, UNSW
Physical Review Letters 119, 167701 (2017)
By sacrificing some aspects of quantum
control at the individual level it is possible
to achieve very large synthetic quantum
systems with strong interactions between
the constituents – properties that are
difficult to achieve with highly coherent
and isolated atoms or ‘qubits’. In order to
understand such large-scale synthetic
quantum systems, one must come to grips
with the combined effects of interactions
and disorder. Such issues lie at the
forefront of current research into quantum
many-body physics with applications
to metrology, sensing and quantum
information processing.
We developed precision nano-fabrication
processing in order to construct very
large arrays of Josephson junctions:
up to 20,000 junctions and climbing.
Combining extensive measurements
with cutting-edge theory, we showed

Right
Scanning electron
micrograph
showing two array
families with high
(left panel) and low
(right panel) plasma
frequencies, and
nominal junction
areas of 100 × 100
and 300 × 400
nm, respectively.
The specific
capacitance is 95
and 54 fF/μm2,
respectively. The
precise junction
area within a family
is modulated by the
exposure dose.

Dose:

Nominal junction area
100 x 100 nm

conclusively that the quantum ground
state of these insulating Josephson
junction chains is typically a Bose Glass,
rather than a Mott Insulator, which
had been implicitly assumed by past
researchers. This is an effect of pervasive
and uncontrolled random offset charges.
Theory indicates that if we can reduce
the offset charge distribution only
slightly, however, we can achieve the
Mott insulator. This regime could lead to
a demonstration of the dual Josephson
effect which can be harnessed to
provide a fundamental link between
frequency and current. This would
provide a primary quantum definition
of the SI Ampere. Other applications
such as precision sensors of magnetic
flux and charge would be enabled by
robust implementation of the dual
Josephson effect.
Nominal junction area
300 x 400 nm

[µC/cm2]

Dose:
[µC/cm2]

1000

400

1200
800
1400

1000

1600
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ZERO-FIELD EDGE MAGNETOPLASMONS IN A
MAGNETIC TOPOLOGICAL INSULATOR
CI Reilly, USYD
Nature Communications, 1836 (2017)
Left
Cartoon of
a three-port
circulator device
with a magnetic
topological
insulator

Mz = +1
Out
(Cr0.12Bi0.26Sb0.62)2Te3
EMP

TiAu

In

The quantum anomalous Hall effect
is a recently discovered effect where
quantised Hall conductance is
observed in a magnetised sample with
zero applied magnetic field. In this
work, we demonstrate the presence
of this quantised Hall conductance
at the edge of magnetic topological
insulator by microwave excitation of
the corresponding plasma excitation.
This provides a direct measurement of
the velocity of these magnetoplasmon
edge modes without any contacts to the
sample. As such we have demonstrated
the usefulness of measurement
techniques developed in the Centre for
studying the fundamental physics of these
newly discovered magnetic topological
insulator materials.

500µm

gallium arsenide two-dimensional
electron gas in the regime of the
conventional quantum Hall effect. Such
devices could have future applications
as on-chip circulators. However, the
large magnetic field required to see
the quantum Hall effect would not
be practical in many applications.
Consequently, these anomalous quantum
Hall circulator devices, which operate at
zero applied field, are very attractive for
future applications.

The effect used here leads to nonreciprocal transmission of microwaves
through our three-port device. This
builds on our demonstration last year
of non-reciprocal response of a similar
device made using a conventional

RESEARCH PROGRAM 3
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Right
Photograph of the
circulator device

Research highlights

b
Resulting vortex
clusters, imaged
experimentally
c
Simulation
of the cluster
injection method
d
Histogram of
vortex positions
through 10 seconds
hold time, showing
metastability of
the clusters
e
Simulation of the
vortex positions
over 10 seconds,
with anti-clockwise
rotating vortices
shown in red and
clockwise vortices
indicated by blue

a

b

c

QUANTUM
THERMODYNAMICS:
CREATION
OF NEGATIVE
TEMPERATURE
VORTEX STATES
CI Rubinsztein-Dunlop, UQ
Studying idealised point vortex models
some 68 years ago, Lars Onsager realised
that increasing average vortex energy
results in separation of the vortex gas
into ordered clusters of like sign. These
vortex states can thus be associated
with negative temperatures, given the
opposite relationship between entropy
and energy usually encountered. In
our experiment, we directly injected
negative temperature vortex states into
a uniform and configured Bose-Einstein
Condensate (BEC), observing such a state
for the first time and demonstrating their
dynamic metastability over many seconds.
Our results confirm Onsager’s prediction
and extend the Kosterlitz-Thouless region
of the vortex phase diagram, providing
evidence of a new regime of quantum
vortices in planar quantum fluids. Such
vortex states are immediately relevant
in helium films and polariton fluids, and
may also occur in systems of optical
vortices and for vortices in Fermi pairing
superfluids and superconductors.

QUANTUM
THERMODYNAMICS
USING QUANTUM
TRAJECTORIES
CI Gilchrist, MQ
Quantum trajectories provide a
detailed modelling framework for open
quantum systems. More than just a
computational technique, they can
provide an implementation of a particular
interaction. We have been investigating
a thermodynamic work cycle where the
‘working fluid’ is the photonic field inside
a cavity and the thermal reservoirs are a
stream of atoms that pass through the
cavity. The system has been previously
used to show how quantum coherence
between degenerate atomic ground
states can be an additional resource, and
the trajectory formulation gives a clear
picture of the mechanism and how to
optimise it including when the system is
driven out of equilibrium.
Quantum measurements, which are at
the heart of the quantum trajectories
formalism, are a thermodynamic
resource of their own and we have been
investigating the role of measurement
irreversibility in this resource as well
as formulating a resource theory of
quantum measurement.

-50

y (µm)

Below
a
The double
paddle injection
method imaged
experimentally
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NEW WHITE PAPER MAPS THE VERY REAL RISKS THAT QUANTUM
ATTACKS WILL POSE FOR BITCOIN
Combining expertise in quantum
technologies and cryptography,
researchers have been projecting
future dates that quantum computers
could jeopardise the security of current
cryptocurrencies, a market now worth
over US $150 billion, and assessing
countermeasures to such attacks.
EQUS Chief Investigator Gavin Brennen,
together with Australian entrepreneur
Dorjee Sun and researchers in
Singapore and Sydney, has announced a
collaboration with blockchain company
Hyperchain on providing quantum
security to digital currency.
In 2017 they released a whitepaper
that found that Bitcoin and other
cryptocurrencies will be vulnerable to
attacks by quantum computers in as little
as ten years. Such attacks could have a
disastrous effect on cryptocurrencies
as thieves equipped with quantum
computers could easily steal funds
without detection, thus leading to a quick
erosion of trust in the markets. They also
assess the risk of quantum-dominated
mining in so called Proof of Work
protocols which are the basis for verifying
transactions in Bitcoin and many other
cryptocurrencies.
Leading edge blockchain company
Hyperchain, which provides technical
services to Hcash (CoinMarketCap.com
Hshare with a market capitalisation of over
USD $300 million), has now enlisted QRC
as technical advisors. They will work with
Hcash, Hshare and Hyperchain to make
sure that their cryptocurrency is resistant
to quantum attacks.

RESEARCH PROGRAM 3

CI Brennen said, “I’ve been working on
the theory of quantum computers for well
over a decade and the exciting thing is
that now very simple quantum machines,
like the Google device, are a reality.”
“Understandably, there is a lot of
nervousness in cryptocurrency
communities about whether their digital
assets will resist future attacks by very
fast quantum computers. Our service
is providing advice and algorithmic
protocols to digital currencies and
blockchains like Hcash who want to certify
their product will be quantum safe. HCash
has put emphasis on quantum security
from the start so this collaboration will be
a benefit to both teams”
Available at:
https://arxiv.org/abs/1710.10377v1
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Above
Cryptocurrencies
may be vulnerable
to attacks
by quantum
computers within
the next few
decades

Research highlights

SEEING THE QUANTUM FUTURE
EQUS researchers at the University of
Sydney demonstrated the ability to ‘see’
the future of quantum systems and used
that knowledge to pre--empt their demise,
in a major achievement that could help
bring the strange and powerful world of
quantum technology closer to reality.
The applications of quantum-enabled
technologies are compelling and
already demonstrating significant
impacts – especially in the realm of
sensing and metrology. And the potential
to build exceptionally powerful quantum
computers using quantum bits, or qubits,
is driving investment from the world’s
largest companies.
However a significant obstacle to building
reliable quantum technologies has been
the randomisation of quantum systems
by their environments, or decoherence,
which effectively destroys the useful
quantum character.
The physicists have taken a technical
quantum leap in addressing this, using
techniques from big data to predict how
quantum systems will change and then
preventing the system’s breakdown
from occurring.
The research is published in Nature
Communications (DOI: 10.1038/
ncomms14106).
CI Michael Biercuk said, “In much the
same way that individual components in
mobile phones will eventually fail, so too
do quantum systems.”
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“But in quantum technology the lifetime
is generally measured in fractions of a
second, rather than years.”
Professor Biercuk said his group had
demonstrated it was possible to suppress
decoherence in a preventive manner. The
key was to develop a technique to predict
how the system would disintegrate.
CI Biercuk highlighted the challenges of
making predictions in a quantum world:
“Humans routinely employ predictive
techniques in our daily experience; for
instance, when we play tennis we predict
where the ball will end up based on
observations of the airborne ball,” he said.
“This works because the rules that govern
how the ball will move, like gravity, are
regular and known. But what if the rules
changed randomly while the ball was on
its way to you? In that case it’s next to
impossible to predict the future behaviour
of that ball.
“And yet this situation is exactly what
we had to deal with because the
disintegration of quantum systems is
random. Moreover, in the quantum realm
observation erases quantumness, so our
team needed to be able to guess how and
when the system would randomly break.
“We effectively needed to swing at the
randomly moving tennis ball while
blindfolded.”
The team turned to machine learning for
help in keeping their quantum systems
– qubits realised in trapped atoms –
from breaking.
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Left
CI Biercuk in the
lab at the University
of Sydney

What might look like random behaviour
actually contained enough information
for a computer program to guess
how the system would change in the
future. It could then predict the future
without direct observation, which would
otherwise erase the system’s useful
characteristics.
The predictions were remarkably accurate,
allowing the team to use their guesses
pre-emptively to compensate for the
anticipated changes.

Our techniques apply to any qubit, built
in any technology, including the special
superconducting circuits being used by
major corporations.
“We’re excited to be developing new
capabilities that turn quantum systems
from novelties into useful technologies.
The quantum future is looking better
all the time.”

Doing this in real time allowed the team to
prevent the disintegration of the quantum
character, extending the useful lifetime
of the qubits.
CI Biercuk said, “We know that building
real quantum technologies will require
major advances in our ability to control
and stabilise qubits – to make them useful
in applications.”

RESEARCH PROGRAM 3
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Equity and diversity

The ARC Centre of Excellence for Engineered Quantum Systems is strongly
committed to improving gender equity and diversity across the centre’s nodes.
Women comprise more than half of science PhD graduates and early career
researchers, but just seventeen percent of senior academics in Australian
universities and research institutes. Science in Australia Gender Equity (SAGE)
is addressing this problem through activities that promote gender equity and
diversity in science, technology, engineering and mathematics. In 2017, EQUS
held two meetings of our EQUIP (equity in quantum physics) committee to
identify opportunities to address these issues for our researchers and students.
Above
Pictures from the
EQUS-sponsored
SAGE Symposium

NATIONAL WOMEN IN SCIENCE AWARD RECOGNISES
EQUS RESEARCHER
EQUS researcher Dr Jacqui Romero
won a prestigious L’Oréal-UNESCO For
Women in Science award to work on
quantum alphabets.

Below
Dr Jacqui Romero
(second from right)
with the other
recipients of the
L’Oreal-UNESCO
Prize for Women
in Science

More than 80 years ago, Erwin
Schrödinger coined the term
entanglement to describe strange
correlations between quantum particles.
In her PhD, Dr Romero established an
easier way of measuring entanglement

between the shapes of individual photons,
or particles of light.
The $25,000 L’Oréal-UNESCO
Fellowship will support her research,
which aims to create a unique quantum
encoding system that uses the shapes of
light as letters in a quantum alphabet.
Dr Romero said, “Normally, if you don’t
know the letters of a word, you don’t know
the word. In quantum mechanics, you
know every letter, but still have no idea
what word they make up.”
“This is hard to believe, so I plan to
demonstrate it using the beam shapes
of photons.”
Dr Romero’s work will contribute critical
knowledge to the field as researchers
start to access more of the benefits of the
quantum world.
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Left
Dr Jacqui Romero
receives the
prestigious L’OrealUNESCO Women
in Science award

An excerpt from Marie Claire (read the full feature online)

WHY DR JACQUILINE
ROMERO IS OUR HERO
She’s a quantum physicist and a mum of
three boys - by Alley Pascoe
Dr Jacquiline Romero starts her day at
6am when her 19-month-old son wakes
up. After the morning rush of breakfast,
school uniforms and teeth brushing, she
drops her oldest son at school and her
youngest two boys at nursery before
heading to her office at the University
of Queensland. There, in the Quantum
Technology Lab, Romero encodes
information into different shapes
of light to create a unique quantum
encoding system.
It’s all in a morning’s work for Romero,
who often gets asked how she juggles
her work and three kids. “In my work and
in my family, I really try to be present in
the moment – that’s important for both
productivity and happiness,” she says. “I
do not feel less of a physicist because
I am dedicated to my children, nor less
of a mother because I am dedicated
to physics.”

EQUITY AND DIVERSITY

Romero, who fell in love with science
as a child when her uncle gave her
an algebra book, is passionate about
encouraging women to get into
the industry. Currently, only 28% of
researchers are women.
“When half of the population does not
have the optimal condition to be able
to participate in this very important
industry, then you are undermining
the science that you can do, you are
undermining the technology that you
can deliver. It’s really important for all
of us – men and women – to be able
to participate,” explains Romero, who
thinks female role models are the key.
“The reason I am still in science is
because I had supportive mentors
who never made me feel like I was
going to do less because I am a woman
or became I am a mum. Female role
models are really necessary,” she says.
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REFLECTIONS ON THE INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE
FOR WOMEN IN PHYSICS
Dr Sarah Kaiser, EQUS researcher
Recently I had the opportunity to attend
the International Conference for Women
in Physics (ICWIP) as a delegate from
Australia. This conference, organised by
the IUPAP professional society, was held

this year at the University of Birmingham
in the UK. I got to meet the three other
awesome Australian delegates attending
with me, Prof. Sarah Maddison, Prof.
Halina Rubinsztein-Dunlop and our
country leader Dr Pegah Maasoumi. In
short, this was an awesome conference
and it provided a really important
experience for women in physics.
ICWIP is an example for all those of us in
physics of what a conference should feel
like - a conference should facilitate
meeting all kinds of different people who
all are interested in science, talking about
research ideas, networking opportunities
and a chance to feel like one is a part of a
larger community. It was refreshing – even
‘wholesome,’ to quote my new friend Anu
– to attend this conference. It certainly
gave me an opportunity to discuss with
many other researchers my work and
career direction and get great feedback!

Above
Dr Sarah Kaiser
meets youngest
Nobel Prize
laureate and
human rights
activist Malala
Yousafzai at the
ICWIP 2017
Right
Dr Sarah Kaiser
(front row, far
left) and CI
RubinszteinDunlop (back row,
third from left)
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THREE TAKE-HOME POINTS ON #WOMENINSTEMM
PhD student Samantha Hood
I attended a panel discussion organised
by Women in STEMM Australia at the
Queensland Museum in August. We
heard from The Hon. Leeanne Enoch,
Minister for Innovation, Science & Digital
Economy and Minister for Small Business
in QLD. Panellists included Prof Jenny
Martin (Director of the Griffith Institute
for Drug Discovery), Anisha Dhugana

EQUITY AND DIVERSITY

(Geotechnical Engineer), Li-Ann Leow
(Postdoctoral Fellow in Neuroscience,
University of Queensland) and Sarah
Chapman (Science Teacher and Head of
Department at Townsville State High, PM
Prize Winner). A vast array of topics were
covered during the panel, each related
to unique challenges faced by women
in STEMM. Following are three of my
favourite discussions of the evening.
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Below
PhD student
Samantha Hood
speaks at a Women
in STEMM event

Equity and diversity

Right
Attendees at the
Women in STEMM
Australia panel

There is no point encouraging
young women to study
STEMM subjects at university
if we are not working to
change the work environment
so that it is fair for everyone.
So much time is spent on outreach to
attract young women to physics, but we
need to focus on improving workplace
culture - otherwise we will lose talented
women. Improvements to workplace
culture could include unconscious bias
training, encouraging flexible working
arrangements, providing better parental
leave and improving avenues for junior
researchers to report harassment or
misconduct from senior scientists without
fear of retribution.
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Stop flinching at compliments,
don’t say ‘ I just work hard’.
Own your success!
Early in the evening, panel Chair and
journalists Bernie Hobbs complimented
one of the panellists on her amazing
achievements who visibly flinched and
said, “I just work very hard.” Bernie called
on the attendees to own their success and
not shy away from saying you are good at
what you do.
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Mentors are great,
sponsors are better.
Mentoring is a great way to help women
ascend the academic ladder, but Prof.
Jenny Martin argues that sponsorship
is more important. Sponsorship means
going beyond giving advice and support,
and advocating for others when they are
not in the room. Having someone else
promote you in this way can be hugely
advantageous.
When I attend events for women in
science, I am often saddened by how
much worse physics is for gender diversity
than other fields. However, it is promising
that those in other fields have forged
the way to improve retention of women
in academic careers. For example,
the Walter and Eliza Hall Institute in
Melbourne has some wonderful initiatives

EQUITY AND DIVERSITY

designed to create an inclusive workplace.
These initiatives include fellowships and
awards for women who are new lab heads
or have parental commitments, women
in science lectures, equal representation
at meetings (including committees,
seminars, lectures and conferences), a
family and lactation room, meeting and
travel support for female staff, and returnto-work flexible working arrangements.
There is also an on-site early childhood
education and care facility currently
under construction.
The fantastic example set by the Walter
and Eliza Hall Institute makes me excited
to see research centres moving in a more
inclusive and productive direction. Panels
are wonderful for sharing experiences
and networking, but the real work comes
with changing people’s behaviour in
the workplace.
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ARC Centre of Excellence for Engineered Quantum Systems researchers
engaged diverse audiences with quantum science and technologies in the
past twelve months. EQUS promoted new research, public events, and other
activities and achievements through media releases, the Centre website, and
on social media. EQUS researchers provided multiple industry and government
briefings and supported professional development opportunities for science
teachers across Australia. EQUS also supported and ran public-focused
communications initiatives, which portrayed quantum physics through film,
short fiction, computer games, and music.

EQUS SUPPORTS REGIONAL AND
REMOTE SCIENCE TEACHERS
The STEM X Academy is a five-day
residential professional learning program
for up to 70 primary and secondary
teachers of science run in partnership
by the Australian Science Teachers
Association, CSIRO and Questacon.
EQUS sponsored five science teachers
from NSW, QLD, WA and VIC to attend
the Canberra-based program.
Feedback from teachers:

STEM X Academy residential
program 2018 has changed the way
I think about teaching and also has
motivated me in applying these new
found skills into my classroom and
school community. I have taken all
the new knowledge and resources
and created new activities as well
as being authorised to run a STEM
makerspace program within my
school this year… Thank you for
changing my life and the way I
teach now and for the future.

Above and right
Teachers at the
STEM X Academy
in Canberra
doing hands-on
science activities
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I have always known the importance
of STEM and the soft skills that
our students need for the future,
however, I was not very creative in
my approach. STEM X academy has
inspired me to try new things, has
connected me with people who can
continue to inspire me and give me
fresh ideas… I intend to share what
I have learnt over this week with my
students, co‑workers and those at
other schools.

What this really highlighted was
the sheer amount of scientific
expertise we have here in Australia
and the great work we already do.
It also highlighted how significant
our need will be for a skilled STEM
workforce in the future so that we
can continue being innovative
and designing the solutions to the
problems we will face.

COMMUNICATION AND OUTREACH

I have left the STEM X Academy
with the confidence, skills and
enthusiasm I need to begin
developing a STEM-based teaching
program at my school. My passion
and curiosity for science has been
well and truly reinvigorated. I had
the opportunity to network with
teachers from all across Australia
and was constantly amazed at
the wealth of knowledge and
experience everyone had. I am
now part of strong and committed
Alumni team that continue to
share their experiences with STEM.
I cannot wait to get started on
this next adventure in my science
teaching career.
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Above
Participants had
the opportunity
to tour labs at
Canberra-based
universities

Communication and outreach

EQUS SUPPORTS REGIONAL AND REMOTE SCIENCE TEACHERS
The National Youth Science Forum is
a five-day professional development
program for experienced and new
secondary science teachers from across
Australia run in Canberra and Brisbane.
EQUS sponsored five science teachers
from WA, NT, TAS and SA to attend
the Brisbane program at the University
of Queensland.
Feedback from teachers:
I will not forget the insightful
knowledge, new friendships and
valuable resources that I have
acquired in order to advocate
STEM and the wonderful subject
of science!

Below
NYSF teachers
in front of the
Mt Coot-tha
Observatory

One of my favourite visits during
the NSTSS was visiting the optical
contact lens and visual optics
laboratory workshops at QUT.
Breaking up into small groups
meant everybody got a chance to
experience some hands-on science.

I’ll start by saying that if you ever
have the opportunity to participate
in the National Science Teachers
Summer School (NSTSS) held
either in Canberra or Brisbane,
do so! Those five days were jampacked with exciting and thoughtprovoking science activities and
the opportunity to network with
other professionals with a passion
for science education was just
as valuable.

The summer school was all go. I
found it most rewarding having
endless discussions with the
teachers involved. I have since
contacted a number of the
presenters to follow up on the
ideas given. In fact, I have adapted
one idea and have mapped out a
STEM unit and assessment already.
Overall, a very valuable week and
one I am glad not to have missed.

My experiences at NSTSS have
really helped me to reflect on and
re-evaluate my own teaching
practice, in particular in helping
students find utility, value and
relatedness in science. I am
looking forward to discussing and
collaborating with my colleagues
to implement many of the
ideas inspired by attending this
professional development program.
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INTERNATIONAL SCIENCE
FICTION COMPETITION
“QUANTUM SHORTS”

WORK EXPERIENCE WITH THE
EQUS PROFESSIONAL TEAM

The international flash fiction competition
“Quantum Shorts” launched in October
this year. The competition was open to
stories up to 1000 words long that take
inspiration from quantum physics and
include the phrase “There are only two
possibilities: yes or no”.
“It takes colossal imagination to wrap your
head around quantum physics and dream
up new technologies. Who better to
explore these ideas than writers of fiction?”
said Artur Ekert, Director of the Centre
for Quantum Technologies (CQT) at the
National University of Singapore and a
co‑inventor of quantum cryptography.
CQT is the organiser of Quantum Shorts,
which has alternated between annual
calls for short films and fiction since
2012. Scientific American, the longest
continuously published magazine in the
U.S., and Nature, the international weekly
journal of science, are media partners for
the competition.
Scientific partners in five countries
supported the 2017 Quantum Shorts
competition. The scientific partners
are the Australian Research Council
Centre of Excellence for Engineered
Quantum Systems; the Institute for
Quantum Computing at the University
of Waterloo, Canada; the Institute for
Quantum Information and Matter at
Caltech in the United States; the UK
Quantum Technology Hub in Quantum
Enhanced Imaging; and QuTech in the
Netherlands, a collaboration between
Delft University of Applied Sciences and
Dutch innovation centre TNO.

COMMUNICATION AND OUTREACH

In 2017, EQUS hosted Nonnie ShepherdBourne, a trainee from the UQ Indigenous
Traineeship Program. The program places
the trainee in the university and supports
the completion of a Certificate III in
Business Administration.
While at EQUS, Nonnie supported the
professional team at various events before
heading up organisation for the annual
EQUS Winter School and Professional
Development day. Nonnie managed the
venue booking and registration process
before accompanying the students to
Noosa to provide assistance on-site
during the four day-program.
Since the completion of her traineeship
and Certificate III, Nonnie has begun work
as a Student Administration Assistant
at the UQ School of Mathematics
and Physics.
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Above
EQUS trainee
Nonnie ShepherdBourne on the day
of the EQUS launch

Communication and outreach

NATIONAL COMPETITION
FOR QUANTUM PHYSICS
GAME DESIGNERS
Could you design an electronic game
inspired by quantum physics?
EQUS launched a competition that asked
competitors to do just that in 2017.
The competition called for playable, fun
computer games that explore some of the
themes from quantum mechanics, such
as superposition, entanglement, or even
black hole evaporation.
Chief Investigator and project leader
Tom Stace said that quantum physics has
inspired artists, writers, and filmmakers.
Even some of the latest Marvel movies
venture into the Quantum Realm.
“We have now turned to game developers
with an interest in science, or scientists
who enjoy game development,”
Professor Stace said.

Right
The EQUS games
competition
challenged game
developers to
navigate the quirky
quandaries of
quantum physics

THIS SOUNDS LIKE SCIENCE
So much about music stems from science,
be it composition, sound creation, sound
manipulation or listening.
With the help of an electric guitar, Chief
Investigator David Reilly demonstrated
some of the connections between musical
concepts and our most successful theory
of reality, including the processing of
quantum information that may form the
basis of powerful future computers.
This Sounds Like Science was co-curated
with Inspiring Australia, the national
strategy for community engagement with
the sciences. In this free lunchtime series,
leading Australian researchers presented
the science behind music, paired with
demonstrations and performances by
local musicians.

“Quantum mechanics makes some pretty
odd predictions about the world – which
have turned out to be true. We can’t wait
to see how developers use quantum
physics in their games!”
The finalists of Quantum Games will be
showcased at the Word Science Festival
Brisbane in March 2018.
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QUANTUM PHYSICS MEETS ART IN INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL
EQUS showcased ten finalist entries
from the film festival Quantum Shorts at
the Queensland Gallery of Modern Art
on March 24 during the World Science
Festival Brisbane.
The Quantum Shorts competition called
for short films inspired by quantum
physics. The resulting entries are
remarkable, visually stunning, and a
little crazy!
The ten films were chosen from
203 submissions received from
across the world.
A Q&A panel followed the screening with
three panellists who will answer filminspired questions.

Above
Lee Constable,
Channel Ten,
and Dr Jacqui
Romero speak
at the Quantum
Shorts panel

Panellists included Lee Constable, host
of Network Ten’s science show for kids
Scope and EQUS researchers Dr Jacqui
Romero and Dr Carlo Bradac.

Left
Leanne Harvey,
Australian
Research
Council, with
Director Andrew
White and UQ
Provost Professor
Aidan Byrne
Bottom left
The theatre gets
ready to for the
public showing
of the Quantum
Shorts films

COMMUNICATION AND OUTREACH
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Research education and training

The ARC Centre of Excellence for Engineered Quantum Systems provided
graduate and early career training across five nodes in 2017. Training for
students and researchers supports the advancement of their research skills and
knowledge of the field. The Centre’s training opportunities also address skills
that will assist our students and researchers in their academic and industry
careers. Other Centre events, such as the EQUS workshop, are designed
to help students and researchers understand and engage with our research
themes early in their EQUS experience. EQUS PhD students at the University
of Queensland also ran the annual IONS KOALA student conference on optics,
atoms, and laser applications.

SEVENTH ANNUAL EQUS WORKSHOP

Below
Poster session
at the EQUS
Workshop

Our seventh Annual Workshop ran in
the Hunter Valley, New South Wales
in September this year. Over 130
delegates from Centre nodes and
collaborators as well as members of our
Advisory Board and Scientific Advisory
Committee attended.

Highlights from the event included:
• Presentations from international
speakers including Dr Maja Cassidy,
Microsoft; Associate Professor
Mika Silanpaa, Aalto University;
and Assistant Professor Johannes
Fink, Institute of Science and
Technology Austria
• A gala dinner to celebrate the
leadership of founding Director
Professor Gerard Milburn with
speeches from Chair of our Scientific
Advisory Committee, Professor Sir
Peter Knight and Chair of our Advisory
Board, Dr Rowan Gilmore
• A poster session with three poster
winners: PhD students Sarah Lau and
Catxere Casaciox and postdoctoral
researcher Dr Lars Madsen
• A spirited 3MT competition won by
PhD student Ben McAlister
• Competitive rounds of giant Jenga and
Connect Four.

Right
Gala dinner
to celebrate
founding Director
Gerard Milburn
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SYDNEY QUANTUM
THEORY WORKSHOP

PITCH YOUR RESEARCH AT THE
EQUS IDEA FACTORY

The Sydney Quantum Theory Workshop
is a small, focused, annual event that
brings together leading and up-andcoming international and Australian
researchers and research students in
quantum information theory. This year, the
workshop was organised by EQUS Chief
Investigators Bartlett, Brennen, Doherty,
Flammia and Stace.

EQUS Idea Factory brings together early
career researchers from all EQUS nodes
and external collaborating organisations.
The focus is on collaboration and research
communication.

The workshop aims to present new
results (or new research directions
without results) with copious time for
discussion. PhD students and postdocs
are encouraged to participate.
Speakers included: Robin Blume-Kohout
(Sandia, USA), Courtney Brell (Perimeter
Institute, Canada), Ben Brown (Niels Bohr
Institute, Denmark), Nicolas Delfosse
(Caltech, USA), David Gross (Cologne,
Germany), Tomas Jochym-O’Connor
(Caltech, USA), Richard Kueng (Cologne,
Germany), Naomi Nickerson (Imperial,
UK), David Poulin (Sherbrooke, Canada),
Joel Wallman (IQC, Canada), Michael
Walter (Stanford, USA), Stephanie
Wehner (Delft, The Netherlands),
Dominic Williamson (Vienna, Austria), and
Huan Qiang Zhou (Chongqing, China).

RESEARCH EDUCATION AND TRAINING

Above
Group photo at the
Sydney Quantum
Theory Workshop

During the three-day event, participants
met to establish interdisciplinary research
projects. Science communication training
was part of the experience in the lead-up
to the final presentation of their projects
to a panel of experts.
The workshop was an excellent
opportunity to meet other early career
researchers, learn more about science
communication and proposal writing, and
to put forward new ideas and projects.
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Below
The Idea Factory
2017 was held
at Moreton
Bay Research
Station on
Stradbroke Island

Research education and training

WINTER SCHOOL AND PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT DAY

Above
Group photo
at the EQUS
Winter School

The EQUS Winter School brings PhD and
Masters students from all EQUS nodes
together to learn about cutting-edge
research in quantum physics. The Winter
School is an exciting opportunity to learn
about core EQUS research and develop
students’ professional and personal skills.
This year the professional development
day included two sessions delivered by

Right
PhD student Sarah
Lau at the EQUS
Winter School

Nicole Bray from Professionals Australia.
The first session focused on the basics of
networking and helped students develop
an elevator pitch and learn how to interact
strategically before highlighting how
networking can contribute to a successful
career. The second session looked at
how to read employment contracts
and explored position descriptions,
pay negotiation, and intellectual
property clauses.
During the research component, EQUS
postdoctoral researcher and Winter
School chair Dr Tyler Neely presented
on experimental techniques. Dr Chris
Baker (EQUS), Dr Austin Lund (UQ), and
Dr Nelly Ng (ANU) delivered sessions on
optomechanics, quantum computation,
and quantum thermodynamics.
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CENTRES OF EXCELLENCE PROFESSIONAL STAFF WORKSHOP
In May 2017, the EQUS professional team
ran a workshop for Centres of Excellence
professional staff in Queensland.
Highlights from the day included:
• Creating excellent Centres
with the Australian Research
Council’s Liz Visher
• Preparing for a rebid: Lessons learned
with Stephen Gray of the ARC Centre
of Excellence in Climate Extremes and
Lisa Walker of EQUS
• Working in virtual teams with Korrine
Jones of OD Consulting

Below
PhD student
Samantha Hood
at Health Hack
Brisbane

• Networking drinks with Australian
Research Council Centre of
Excellence Directors.

RESEARCH EDUCATION AND TRAINING
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Life after EQUS

COMPLETIONS
HONOURS
Tomohiro Hashizume
Elija Perrier
Taiga Adair
David Long
Campbell McLauchlan

Mitchell Hannah
Federico Roy
Cooper Doyle
Brendan Harlech-Jones

MASTERS BY RESEARCH
Samuel Elman
PHD
Todd Green
Simon Burton
Nikita Kostylev
Natalia Do Carmo Carvalho
Geoffrey Gillet
Christina Giarmatzi
Seyed Nariman

Jacob Bridgeman
David Waddington
Harrison Ball
Xanthe Croot
Alice Mahoney
James Bennett
Yimin Yu

EQUS ALUMNUS WINS TALL POPPY AWARD
Congratulations to EQUS alumnus Dr Ivan Kassal who was awarded the
Australian Institute of Policy and Science’s 2017 Young Tall Poppy Science
Award in 2017.
The Award winners (‘Tall Poppies’) participate in education and community
outreach programs in which they become role models to inspire school
students and the broader community about the
possibilities of science.
Dr Kassal said that he was delighted to receive
this award.
Dr Kassal said, “I look forward to working with AIPS to
further their mission to engage the Australian public
with science. I also look forward to visiting schools as
part of the Tall Poppy Campaign, because I think it’s
important to inspire young people to take up careers in
science, especially on the critical problem of ensuring a
clean and sustainable energy supply.”
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PROFILES
Chris Granade
Microsoft Research
After working at USYD and
EQUS as a postdoctoral
researcher, Dr Granade is now working
as a research software development
engineer in the Quantum Architectures
and Computation (QuArC) Group at
Microsoft Research.
Carlo Bradac
University of
Technology, Sydney
After working at MQ and
EQUS as a postdoctoral researcher with
CI Volz, Dr Bradac is now working as a
Chancellor’s Postdoctoral Research Fellow
at the University of Technology, Sydney.
Alice Mahoney
University of
Sydney/Microsoft
After studying at USYD
and EQUS as a PhD student, Dr Alice
Mahoney is now working as a research
fellow with CI David Reilly in his Quantum
Nanoscience Lab.
Martin Ringbauer
Heriot-Watt University
After studying and working
at UQ and EQUS as a
PhD student and researcher, Dr Martin
Ringbauer moved to Edinburgh to work
as a research scientist with the Institute of
Photonics and Quantum Sciences.

LIFE AFTER EQUS

Clemens Mueller
ETH Zurich
After working at UQ and
EQUS as a postdoctoral
researcher with CI Stace, Dr Clemens
Mueller is moving on to a research position
at ETH Zurich in Switzerland.
Harrison Ball
Q-Ctrl
After studying at USYD and
EQUS as a PhD student, Dr
Harrison Ball will work as a Senior Quantum
Control Engineer in CI Biercuk’s quantum
computing startup, Q-Ctrl.
Sahar Basiri Esfahani
Swansea University
After working at UQ and
EQUS as a postdoctoral
researcher, Dr Sahar Basiri Esfahani
has moved to a research position at
Swansea University.
Romain Bara-Maillet
Nokia
After studying at UWA and
EQUS as a PhD student, Dr
Romain Bara-Maillet moved into industry.
He is currently working for Nokia as
Microwave Engineer.
Christina Giarmatzi
University of Queensland
After studying at UQ and
EQUS as a PhD student, Dr
Christina Giartmatzi has begun work as a
postdoctoral researcher at the University
of Queensland.
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EQUS performance overview (KPIs)

TARGETS

OUTCOMES

RESEARCH FINDING
Journal articles
Quality of research outputs
Invited talks etc.
Media commentaries

85

81

77

80

20-30

48

10

135

RESEARCH TRAINING AND PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION
Professional training courses for staff and
postgrad students

10

48

Centre attendees at professional training
courses

35

225

New PhD and Masters

17

14

New Postdocs

0

12

10 to 15

14

14

14

New Hons
PhD completions

3

1

ECRs (within five years of their PhDs)

Masters completions

19

26

Students mentored

71

101

Mentoring programs

2

2

INTERNATIONAL, NATIONAL, AND REGIONAL LINKS AND NETWORKS
International visitors
National and international workshops held/
organised by the centre
Lab and facilities/collaborative visits
Examples of interdisciplinary research

34

35

2

6

80

71

Quantum effects in
biology; biosensors;
and microwave
electronics and
electrical engineering

Details of relevant
interdisciplinary
research can be
found on the research
project reports from
pages 17-47

END-USER LINKS
Government, industry and business briefings

12

School visits

12

Science teacher PD

3

Website revisions

6

Sessions on website
Public talks given by centre staff

70

1,400
10

39
15
3 sessions with 10+
teachers each
12
26,425 sessions
(66,706 page views)
24
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EQUS performance overview (KPIs)

TARGETS

OUTCOMES

CENTRE-SPECIFIC KPI
Media releases

10

24

ORGANISATIONAL SUPPORT
Cash contributions from
collaborating organisations

University of Queensland
Macquarie University
University of Sydney
University of
Western Australia
University of
New South Wales

$600,000
$250,000
$200,000
$87,500
$50,000

University of Queensland
Macquarie University
University of Sydney
University of
Western Australia
University of
New South Wales

$600,000
$250,000
$200,00
$93,625
$50,000

In-kind contributions from
collaborating organisations

University of Queensland $1,806,869
Macquarie University
$323,343
University of Sydney
$4,403,805
University of
Western Australia
$1,239,818
University of
New South Wales
$145,579

University of Queensland $2,387,982
Macquarie University
$748,743
University of Sydney
$4,709,974
University of
Western Australia
$5,461,454
University of
New South Wales
$1,991,549

Cash contributions from partner
organisations

Imperial College
University of Ulm
University of Innsbruck

Imperial College
University of Ulm
University of Innsbruck

In-kind contributions from partner
organisations

University of Vienna
Imperial College
University of Ulm
University of Innsbruck
Perimeter Institute for
Theoretical Physics
University of Copenhagen

Other research income secured by
centre staff
New organisations collaborating
with

$5,057
$4,506
$5,000
$10,000
$9,119
$12,392
$21,609
$30,000
$65,000

University of Vienna
Imperial College
University of Ulm
University of Innsbruck
Perimeter Institute for
Theoretical Physics
University of Copenhagen

$500,00

$5,057
$4,506
$5,000
$10,000
$9,119
$12,392
$21,609
$30,000
$65,000
$8,854,910

2

5

85

97

NATIONAL BENEFIT
Contribution to the National
Research Priorities and National
Innovation Priorities (% of papers)

EQUS PERFORMANCE OVERVIEW (KPIS)
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Finance

2017 Statement of Income and Expenditure
2016 Actuals
$

2017 Actuals
$

3,500,000
588,906

3,500,000
650,240

600,000
250,000
200,000

600,000
250,000
200,000

87,500
6,125
50,000

87,500
6,125
50,000

5,000
4,506
5,057

5,000
4,506
5,057

-221,266

-

5,075,828

5,358,428

2,738,576
269,853
1,453,999
564,898
361,905
14,563

3,208,878
277,012
1,694,558
729,479
214,978
14,563

5,403,795

6,139,469

-327,967

-781,041

INCOME
ARC Centre of Excellence Grant
Base Income
Indexation on Base Income
Administering and Collaborating
Organisation Contributions
The University of Queensland
Macquarie University
The University of Sydney
The University of Western Australia
UWA cash contribution as per agreement
UWA additional cash contribution
The University of New South Wales
Partner Organisation Contributions
The University of Innsbruck
University of Ulm
Imperial College of Science and Technology
Overseas Government Organisations and
Other Grants
Intelligence Advanced Research Projects
Activity (IARPA)1
TOTAL INCOME
EXPENDITURE
Salaries
Scholarships
Equipment and Maintenance
Travel
Other Expenditure
Partner Organisations
TOTAL EXPENDITURE
ANNUAL SURPLUS/DEFICIT
ADD ADJUSTMENTS FOR PRIOR YEARS
INCOME & EXPENDITURE2

70,784

BALANCE BROUGHT FORWARD FROM
PREVIOUS YEAR

1,268,872

1,011,689

TOTAL CARRY FORWARD TO NEXT YEAR3

1,011,689

230,648

Notes:
1 In 2016, the remaining balance for this Intelligence Advanced Research Projects Activity (IARPA) project is reflected as a
reversal in income. This IARPA project is not part of the Centre Agreement and thus any carryforward funding from 2015
into 2016 is to be excluded.
2 In 2016, The University of Sydney made prior years adjustments to its income and expenditure. The $70,784 amount
($144,753 less $73,969) is a net adjustment figure for the $144,753 over-stated carry-forward surplus from 2014 to 2015
(due mainly to under-reporting of 2014 salary costs), less the $73,969 understated deficit for 2015.
3 In 2017, the carryforward balance to 2018 of $230,648 is made up of $1,544 of ARC funds and $229,104 of universities
cash contributions.
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